Evan-Moor Announces Daily Summer Activities Fundraiser for Schools

Schools can promote summer learning and raise money with this easy fundraiser

MONTEREY, CA (March 30, 2016)—Research proves that students can lose more than 50% of what they’ve learned the previous school year during the summer months. Evan-Moor Educational Publishers announced a fundraising opportunity that helps to reduce summer learning loss, while raising money for a school. Schools can learn more and register here.

An Easy Fundraising Opportunity

A participating school can earn $4 in cash or $8 in Evan-Moor product credit for every Daily Summer Activities enrichment book purchased by the school community as part of the fundraiser. Evan-Moor’s Daily Summer Activities books provide PreK–8 students with teacher-developed practice of core curriculum skills to help keep skills sharp over the summer.

Watch the Daily Summer Activities Video.

“The Daily Summer Activities fundraiser offers schools a unique opportunity to raise money while encouraging students to practice basic skills over the summer and prepare for the next grade level,” said Bill Evans, CEO and co-founder, Evan-Moor Educational Publishers. “Best of all, the fundraiser is simple and easy to implement, especially with an online ordering option.”

Why Daily Summer Activities?
Decades of research confirms what every teacher knows: students’ performance at the beginning of the school year suffers without educational learning opportunities during the summer (www.summerlearning.org).

Evan-Moor’s *Daily Summer Activities* books contain 100+ exercises, and by completing just two activities a day, five days a week, students practice the essential concepts and skills that will enable them to make a smooth transition to the next grade level. Students benefit from the grade-appropriate skill practice in core subject areas, including reading comprehension, math, spelling, handwriting, creative writing, and geography.

Each *Daily Summer Activities* book has 144 full-color pages and is only $12.99. The series is comprised of nine levels for students in grades PreK–8.

**Preview *Daily Summer Activities* books by grade level:**

- Moving from PreK to Kindergarten
- Moving from Kindergarten to 1st Grade
- Moving from 1st Grade to 2nd Grade
- Moving from 2nd Grade to 3rd Grade
- Moving from 3rd Grade to 4th Grade
- Moving from 4th Grade to 5th Grade
- Moving from 5th Grade to 6th Grade
- Moving from 6th Grade to 7th Grade
- Moving from 7th Grade to 8th Grade

**About Evan-Moor**

Evan-Moor Educational Publishers has been “Helping Children Learn” since 1979, publishing high-quality resource materials for both teachers and parents across the PreK–8th grade curriculum.

Learn more about Evan-Moor at [www.evan-moor.com](http://www.evan-moor.com).
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